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Abstract

Bioprinting is gaining importance for the manufacturing of tailor-made hydrogel scaf-

folds in tissue engineering, pharmaceutical research and cell therapy. However, struc-

ture fidelity and geometric deviations of printed objects heavily influence mass trans-

port and process reproducibility. Fast, three-dimensional and nondestructive quality

controlmethodswill be decisive for the approval in larger studies or industry.Magnetic

resonance imaging (MRI) meets these requirements for characterizing heterogeneous

soft materials with different properties. Complementary to the idea of decentralized

3D printing, magnetic resonance tomography is common in medicine, and image data

processing tools can be transferred system-independently. In this study, a MRI mea-

surement and image analysis protocol was evaluated to jointly assess the reproducibil-

ity of three different hydrogels and a referencematerial. Critical parameters for object

quality, namely porosity, hole areas and deviations along the height of the scaffolds are

discussed. Geometric deviations could be correlated to specific process parameters,

anomalies of the ink or changes of ambient conditions. This strategy allows the sys-

tematic investigation of complex 3D objects as well as an implementation as a process

control tool. Combined with the monitoring of metadata this approach might pave the

way for future industrial applications of 3D printing in the field of biopharmaceutics.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Achieving a high degree of individualization while keeping production

time and costs low are among the critical challenges for the entry to

Abbreviations: BX, BioX (Cellink) bioprinter; CT, computed tomography; GelMA,

gelatin-based bioink functionalized withmethacryloyl groups; Hi, Kruskal–Wallis H value of

group i; MRI, magnetic resonance imaging; MRT, magnetic resonance tomography; p,

probability value; PLA, polylactic acid; RARE, rapid acquisition with relaxation enhancement;

RH, 3DDiscovery (regenHU) bioprinter; µCT, micro computed tomography
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the market of personalized medical devices and therapies. 3D printing

is one manufacturing method that may meet these demands in terms

of fast automated production of individual objects.[1] The span of suit-

able materials ranges from metal or thermoplastics for mechanically

strained medical aids to soft biomaterials for tissue engineering.[2–5]

Hereby, cells are incorporated within hydrogels, creating an artificial

scaffold that will induce the growth of new tissue upon healing.

A reliable and reproducible product quality will be decisive for the

industrial application, especially in the medical context[6] or for the
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application in high throughput 3D assays.[7,8] To ensure this, two main

control strategies are available.

The first approach is the in-process monitoring of the 3D print-

ing procedure based on optical methods.[9–11] Similar process opti-

mization strategies include the preceding image-analysis of larger

datasets of printed objects to define the acceptable parameter range.

Among the important parameters are thickness and uniformity,[12,13]

the structure fidelity of extruded filaments while traversing lower

orthogonal layers[14] and the connectivity respectively the separation

of channels or pore systems.[15]

The second control strategy is to ensure the quality of the individual

3D printed object in a nondestructive manner. As scaffolds are tailor-

made from an often-limited stock of biological material, sampling on

a random basis is not possible. The analytical procedure must be per-

formed fast, without toxic or radioactive contrast agents and in 3D to

capture defects within the objects before applying it to a patient. Dif-

ferent optical approaches with medical or process engineering back-

grounds have already been proposed. Up to now, application examples

are predominantly shown for opaque, solid parts intended for short-

time use e.g. cutting guides or drill templates for implant placement

or imaging phantoms.[16–18] Compared to that, characterizing glossy

hydrogels that lack transport stability and are prone to degradation is

more challenging.

Reasons for that might be found in the intrinsic limitations of con-

ventional analytic strategies when it comes to reflective gel materials.

For optical microscopy, parameters like resolution, penetration depth

and field of view depend on the instrument type.[19] This is critical in

the case of bioprinted scaffolds, where macroscopic scaffold structure

fidelity and aspects on a smaller scale, for example internal porosity,

are of interest.[20,21] Long analysis durations caused by image stitching

as well as sample drying, reflective surfaces and nonideal temperature

gradients narrow the applicability.[22–24] For the application of white-

light interferometry, similar challenges exist.[23]

3D imaging techniques like computed tomography (CT) or MRI

(magnetic resonance imaging, in medical context magnetic resonance

tomography, MRT) offer a high measurement depth for monitoring

hydrated, large objects at ambient conditions. They are not commonly

used for quality control in 3D printing yet, as the availability of these

methods is limited by the high initial cost and complexity of operation.

The potential for the application on hydrogels lies in the contrast gen-

eration without the use of any toxic contrast agents, unlike another

medical imaging technique as the positron emission tomography.[25,26]

The achievable resolution in both techniques, CT and MRT and their

pendants in material science µCT and MRI, is a compromise between

short analysis timewith low impact[27,28] and increasingmeasurement

duration at higher resolution.What discernsMRI from µCT is the phys-
ical principle of contrast generation. The contrast in µCT imagesmainly

depends on the atomic number and the density of the material. Both

are low for soft tissues. Increasing it with higher impactmeasurements

might dry the hydrogel. Contrast in 1H-MRI, on the other hand, is given

by the 1H-spin density and substance-specific relaxation times, which

means that good soft tissue contrasts can be achieved.[29] Materials

for bioprinting are developed to mimic natural soft tissues and bones.

The application ofMRI on these hydrogels in this manuscript proposes

a future applicability in personalizedmedicine.

Image analysis provides evidence of typical challenges in bioprint-

ing by analyzing the deviation from the design in actual strand thick-

ness, uniformity and structure fidelity in 3D. Thus, itwas applied onMR

images, providing a tool for quality control. In this paper, we demon-

strate the usefulness of this tool for extrusion-based 3D printing. As

a model geometry, a cubic scaffold was chosen. The pattern will give

information on the regularity of the extrusion aswell as themass trans-

fer limitations arising from the strand thickness and uniformity. The

scaffold total area, porosity and hole size distribution were defined as

critical quality attributes. To contribute toward standardization in bio-

printing, a dataset of samples produced with three different inks, two

extrusion-based 3D printers and a Fused Deposition Modeling refer-

ence is analyzed. To establish the method, ink material without cells

was used for this study. The inks which are based on alginate, function-

alized gelatin and calciumphosphate represent the variability of com-

monly used materials in literature and their inherent challenges.[30,31]

We will discuss the transferability of materials between printing sys-

tems as well as inherent challenges of the hydrogels concerning repro-

ducibility The aim of controlling the printing process should be to react

to deviations in the material like several batches from natural sources,

aging material as well as ambient conditions such as temperature or

moisture to ensureminimal deviations from the desired geometry.

2 EXPERIMENTAL SECTION

2.1 3D printing

3D printing was executed with two different pneumatic extrusion-

based systems (nprinter = 2) that were positioned in the same room for

comparable ambient conditions (temperature 22◦C± 1 K). The 3DDis-

covery (regenHU, Villaz-St-Pierre, Switzerland; abbreviated RH) and

the BioX (Cellink AB, Gothenburg, Sweden; BX) were equipped with

identical consumables, in detail nozzles (Cellink) and glass slides (Carl

Roth, Karlsruhe, Germany). Accordingly, the printing parameters were

chosen as similar as possible (see Tables S1 and S2, Supporting Infor-

mation). Themodel scaffold (Figure1)was3Dprintedwith threediffer-

ent inks (nmaterials, ink =3) and a polylactic acid (PLA) referencematerial

(nmaterials,reference = 1).

The first inkwas analginate–nanocelluloseblend that is crosslinked

with an aqueous CaCl2-solution (Bioink, Cellink) directly after the

extrusion process, in the following referred to as “alginate ink.” The

crosslinking procedure included the dripping of the liquid over the

printed object, its immersion and the removal of residualmoisturewith

awiping tissue after 20min of incubation as described by themanufac-

turer. The material was provided in ready-to-use cartridges (3 ml) and

used as received after warming it up to room temperature for 1–2 h,

yielding three objects per cartridge (nobjects,cartridge = 3).

The thermosensitive GelMA ink (Cellink) was printed at a tempera-

ture window of 25.5–25.8◦C, set by the cartridge heating systems of

the printers. Parameters for the layer-by-layer crosslinking with the
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F IGURE 1 Scaffold geometry for the image analysis of 3D printed
objects. The designed object consists of meandering lines with a
center-to-center distance of 2.2mm, alternating in a 90◦ angle
between the layers, resulting in a total height of 8mm (6.5mm for
calciumphosphate). MR imaging is used tomonitor 15 axial slices
representing 15 xy-cross-sections across the object (details see
Chapter 2.2).

365 nm UV-light of the respective printer were 6 s exposure per layer

at 30 mm distance. The ready-to-use cartridges (3 ml) were heated

to 37◦C for 30 min in a water bath to liquify the gelatin and then

positioned in the temperature-controlled printheads for 20 min at the

target temperature of 25.5◦C before starting the process. The print-

ing process was executed until the cartridges were completely empty,

resulting in three or four objects per cartridge (nobjects,cartridge = 3

respectively nobjects,cartridge = 4).

The calciumphosphate-based Plotter–Paste CPC (Innotere GmbH,

Radebeul, Germany) is recommended for research on bone replace-

ment. With its higher solids content, printed geometries are self-

supporting. The final mechanical stiffness was achieved by incubating

the objects at 100% ambient air moisture and 37◦C for 4 days in a cell

culture incubator. The ready-to-use material was transferred from a

5ml to a 3ml cartridge (Nordsen EFD, Concord, CA, USA) with a Luer–

Lock adapter for printing at room temperature with the 3DDiscovery

system. The printing process yielded three objects printed from one

cartridge (ncartridge = 1, nobjects,cartridge = 3). As reference objects, poly-

lactic acid (PLA) scaffolds (nobjects =3)were additionally producedwith

an i3MK3 fused depositionmodeling printing system (Prusa Research,

Prague, Czech Republic).

After the respective postprocessing, all 3D printed objects were

stored until MRI measurement for 3–8 days. Hereby, alginate, GelMA

and calciumphosphate scaffolds were kept at 5◦C in closed 20 ml vials

(Carl Roth) under moist conditions, PLA samples at 22◦C and ambient

air.

2.2 Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI)

For characterization of the 3D printed objects by MRI, an Avance HD

III SWB 200 MHz tomograph (Bruker BioSpin MRI GmbH, Ettlingen,

Germany)was used (details see, Table S3, Supporting Information). The

imaging gradient unit was thermostated at 20◦C, providing a constant

environment for the hydrogel. The scaffolds were placed in a 10 ml

glass vial with lid (A-Z Analytik-Zubehör GmbH, Langen, Germany) to

avoid drying and to facilitate reproducible positioning within the mea-

surement chamber. As background phase for alginate, GelMA and cal-

ciumphosphate measurements, air was suited best, whereas PLA ref-

erence scaffolds were immersed in a 30% (v/w) ethanol in water solu-

tion. The settings are summarized in Table S3, Supporting Information,

resulting in ameasurement time of 26min.

A total number of 15 interlaced axial slices, in the following referred

to as “cross-sections” of the multislice 2.5D MRI settings, along the z-

axis of the object was simultaneously imagedwithin the specifiedmea-

surement time and saved in a binary data format. The stacked slices

were subsequently transferred into a grayscale matrix. Thus, informa-

tion on the structure fidelity within 7 mm height of the printed objects

were available in the stacked axial slices. In a prescan of the object, the

field of viewwas adapted to the location of the hydrogel in the vial. The

position of the bottom slice was chosen manually. Please note that in

MRI stacks of 2D images could be measured (i.e., 2.5 D MRI) addition-

ally to the possibility of true 3D images. In the present case 2.5 DMRI

was chosen as the measurement time was comparably small to avoid

significant drying with its impact on scaffold’s geometry, and the spa-

tial resolution can be chosen sufficiently good.

2.3 Image analysis

MRI grayscale data were processed in MATLAB (version 2019b, The-

MathWorks, Natick, USA) (see Figure 2). Otsu’s threshold[32] was

applied to segment the hydrogel lattice from the background as a pre-

processing step. If artifacts due to water droplets or vial edges were

present in the picture, the option “imclearborder” was used to remove

them before the analysis.

In the case of low contrast between water-filled voids and hydro-

gel and a failed automatic segmentation, the Image Segmenter App of

MATLAB was applied to threshold locally. Within the “Add to mask”

option, manually marking background and foreground seed pixels cre-

ated local binary masks for further processing. Area features were

extracted by the summing of pixels in the binary data. In detail, the area

of the hydrogel lattice and the respective areas of the holes between

thehydrogel strandswerequantified for eachcross-section. Theporos-

ity of a slice was defined as the ratio of all voids to the covered area

of lattice and enclosed voids. Hereby, the voids consisted of the holes

between the printed strands, water-filled holes and air bubbles within

the hydrogel.

2.4 Statistics

The size of holes within the scaffold area were not normally dis-

tributed and contain outliers in the case of noncontinuous hydrogel

strands causing larger holeswithin the scaffold. Furthermore, the num-

ber of detected holes varies depending on the ink used. The nonpara-

metric Kruskal–Wallis test followed by a multicomparison (Bonferroni

method) in MATLAB was run to evaluate the differences between the

groups within an object or between objects. A p-value less than 0.05

was considered as statistically significant.
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F IGURE 2 Schematic workflow of the image analysis inMATLAB.
The imported image data represents 15 cross-sections along the z-axis
of a printed object. After image binarization the user is prompted to
check the correctness of segmentation into lattice, voids and artifacts.
The script returns the key figures related to the slice of the image
stack. Exemplary slices visualize the image processing steps.

3 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

3.1 Material printing behavior

Prior to an analysis of the scaffolds, the process variability of the 3D

printing process as well as the characteristics of the ink as source of

variations need to be considered.

The hydrogel network of the alginate ink (see Figure 3A and B) is

fixed by a crosslinking solution that is added on the surface of the

object, causing anisotropic swelling (Figure S6, Supporting Informa-

tion). Swelling influences orthogonality of the object walls as well as

the holes, where residual crosslinking solution may remain. Within

the data set of 12 objects printed with alginate bioink, 32.5% of the

expected holes could be segmented. In three samples less than 13 (of

the expected 240) holes accumulated from 15 xy-cross-sections were

detectable, indicating a low structure resolution using extrusion-based

bioprinting systems.

The viscosity of the GelMA ink is sensitive to changes in tempera-

ture as well as the storage time in the cartridge.[33–35] With the opti-

mal extrusion properties being in the interphase between liquid and

gelled state of the ink, the extruded mass flow is sensitive to changes

of the ambient conditions. For the application of the scaffolds, differ-

ing strand diameters have a huge impact on the scaffold geometry as

well as the diffusive distances in the strands.[36,37] If uniform extru-

sion is achieved, the stackability of the ink is high (see Figure 3C and

D). To ensure continuous material extrusion two strategies were used

for GelMA. In the 3DDiscovery system, temperature settings in the

cartridge jacket weremaintained throughout the printing process. The

piezoelectric heatingmantle of theBioX is controlled in anon/off-mode

with automatic setting of theupper and lower temperature limit. As the

tendency of the ink to clog the nozzle increased at the lower temper-

ature limit, the set temperature was adjusted manually by 0.3 K dur-

ing the extrusion process in the case of clogging to induce a heating of

the system. Furthermore, the gelling delay directly after deposition is

influenced by the air temperature within the 3D printer cabinets. Dur-

ing operation, the air temperature around the printing area within the

respective cabinet increased with a gradient of about 1◦C/h (3DDis-

covery) andmore than 2◦C/h (BioX), whichmight further influence the

structure fidelity of the printed strands.

The calciumphosphate ink is characterized by a high structure

fidelity of the extruded strands (Figure 3E and F). The layers remain

discernible and do not merge at the crossing points (Figure 3F, arrow).

Within the single batch of the calciumphosphate, which was used

to print three objects (nobjects,cartridge = 3), the reproducibility of the

geometry is high compared to the low-viscous alginate andGelMA inks.

As a reference for good structure fidelity, PLA filament was extruded

(nobjects = 3, see Figure 3G and H). The material is mechanically sta-

ble, storable and resistant to degradation, swelling, or dryingwithin the

spectrometer.

3.2 Stackability and porosity

For structure fidelity, it is important that the stacked layers of the cube

generate orthogonal boundaries, the roughness of the single extruded

strand being the only deviation. Figures 4 and 5 show the structure

fidelity expressed by the covered area (lattice area and areas of all

enclosed voids and air bubbles) and area porosity of the replicates’

15 cross-sections referred to the relative z-height within the object

(nslices,object = 15). Hereby, the area porosity of the cross-section is

defined as the sum of the voids and air bubbles referred to the covered

area. The visualization should ideally result in straight lines of these

parameters against the z-height of the object, representing constant

properties during the layer-by-layer stacking. The influence of storage

time on the objects and the parameters monitored by MRI was ana-

lyzed in pretests (see Figure S7, Supporting Information).

The reproducibility of the relevant geometric parameters stacking

and porosity of the PLA scaffolds (Figure 4A) were considered as ref-

erence (nobjects = 3). With regard to the resolution of the applied MRI

method (Table S3, Supporting Information), the area of their cross-

sections has low deviations at different z-heights of the cube with a

mean value of 88.5±1.4mm2 and a rangeof 10.1mm2, calculated from

the 15 stacked slices per object. Furthermore, the porosity is compara-

ble across the total object height (0.48±0.01,median0.48, range0.05).

Deviations arise mainly from the layer-by-layer process, which creates

a wall roughness and some inconsistencies at the beginning or ending
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F IGURE 3 Photographs of the alginate (A), GelMA (C), calciumphosphate (E), and PLA (G) scaffolds on a grid of 10× 10mm2 as well as one
representative slice from 2.5 DMRImeasurements (B: alginate, D: GelMA, F: calciumphosphate, H: PLA; see Figures S1–S5, Supporting
Information, for more information) visualize the dependence of the geometrical features stackability and porosity on the ink.
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F IGURE 4 Area covered by the hydrogel lattice and its enclosed voids and the resulting porosity of the scaffold displayed against the slice of
the 2.5 DMRI data which can be related to a relative object z-height. For each ink cartridge of 3ml, the letters a-b-c represent the sequence of the
objects extruded from one cartridge (nobjects,cartridge = 3). A: PLA reference, B calciumphosphate ink, C alginate ink, BioX (BX) printer, batch 1, D
alginate, BX, batch 2, E alginate, 3DDiscovery (RH) printer, batch 1, F alginate, RH, batch 2.

of the extruded filament in a specific layer (see Figure S1, Supporting

Information, slice 13).

For the three objects printed with calciumphosphate ink (ncartridge

= 1, nobjects,cartridge = 3, Figure 4B), 40 out of 45 slices were analyzed,

yielding a mean porosity of 0.31 ±0.06, with a trend of lower porosi-

ties as well as a smaller range at increasing object height. Five slices

were manually excluded from analysis due to wrap-around artifacts

(see Figure S2, Supporting Information, slice 1). Themean covered area

of the cross-section (lattice plus enclosed voids and air bubbles) is 96.7

± 10.7 mm2, whereby the deviations are smaller between slices 4 and

12with amean area of 100.2± 5.8mm2. Deviations aremostly caused

by air bubbles within the material and discontinuous strands on the

outer edges of the object (see example in Figure S2, Supporting Infor-

mation), which could be optimized by locally adapting the extrusion

velocity or the pre- and post-flow parameters.

In general, the cross-sectional area as well as the porosity of the

alginate scaffolds decrease from the bottom to the top of the scaf-

fold in the analyzed dataset of two ink batches (nalginate ink,batch = 2)

printed with two printers (nprinter = 2) and three objects for each car-

tridge (nobjects,cartridge = 3) (nalginate ink,total = 2 × 2 × 3 = 12 objects,

Figure 4C–F and SI Figure 3). Exceptions are some data points from the

lowest slices of the object which have small cross-sectional areas and

increased porosity of the topmost slices. Reasons for that might be the

anisotropic swelling resulting in a curved bottom area and entrapped

water within the scaffold. In the case of applications with diffusive

mass transport, local gradients and nutrient limitations at the cen-

ter of the object will occur.[38] Concerning the structure fidelity of

the layers, a printer-specific behavior and a difference between ink

batches was observed. With the BioX system, the strands tended to

merge to a higher degree, resulting in a lower porosity of 0.02 ± 0.03
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F IGURE 5 Continuation of the area (with enclosed voids) and porosity data against the slice of the 2.5 DMRI data which can be related to a
relative object z-height (see also Figure 4). For each ink cartridge, the letters a-b-c(-d) represent the sequence of the objects extruded
(nobjects,cartridge = 3 or nobjects,cartridge = 4). (A) GelMA ink, BX printer, batch 1, cartridge 1, (B) GelMA, BX, batch 1, cartridge 2, (C) GelMA, BX, batch
1, cartridge 3, (D) GelMA, RH printer, batch 1, cartridge 1, (E) GelMA, RH, batch 1, cartridge 2, (F) GelMA, RH, batch 1, cartridge 3. In (F), the
cross-sectional area of object b was lower than 40mm2 from slice 9 to the top because of clogging of the nozzle and irregular extrusion. Data was
excluded from the analysis.

(nobjects,printerBX = 6) in comparison to the 3DDiscovery with a mean

area porosity of 0.03 ± 0.05 (nobjects,printerRH = 6). The mean area

porosities of batch 1, 0.02 ± 0.04 (nobjects,batch1 = 6) and batch 2 with

a value of 0.03 ± 0.04 (nobjects,batch2 = 6) also show deviations. It must

be noted that themedian porosity of all samples is very small and devi-

ating from the mean porosity due to the skewed pore size distribution

with many small and few large holes. Therefore, a much larger number

of samples is necessary for statistically significant statements. Addi-

tionally, the inspection of the incoming goods might help to set the

printing parameters accordingly.

A total number of 21 objects were printedwith GelMA ink from one

batch (nGelMA ink,batch = 1) using two printers (nprinter = 2) and three

cartridges of bioink for each printer (ncartridge = 3) with three respec-

tively four objects per cartridge (nGelMA ink,total = 2 × 3 × (3 or 4) = 21

objects, Figure 5A–F; exemplary slices of one object see Figure S4, Sup-

porting Information). The GelMA area porosity of about 0.2–0.4 is in

the same range as in the calciumphosphate scaffolds. Summarizing this

data set, there was no pattern recognizable concerning the sequence

of the extruded objects within one cartridge and their area or poros-

ity. The covered area of the cross-sections had many nonreproducible

deviations between the cartridges for the BioX (Figure 5A–C, mean

values between 52.1 and 80.6 mm2 and ranges from 9.1 to 33.9 mm2

for the objects). In contrast, the differentiation into homogeneous and

irregular objects in terms of their area is more pronounced for the

3DDiscovery (Figure 5D–F, mean values between 65.7 and 93.0 mm2

and ranges from 4.0 to 51.2 mm2 (annotation: Figure 5F, object b: only

slices 1–8 were analyzed because of clogging of the nozzle and irregu-

lar extrusion). In the 10 samples, the area of two objects strongly devi-

ates from the other eight.

3.3 Hole area dependence on position within
cross-section

The 3D printed cube with its 16 square holes has a uniform design

across the xy-cross-section of the object (nslices,object = 15). Accord-

ing to the design, the hole area is expected to be equal within the

16 holes of the xy-cross-section of the object as well as along the z-

height. However, experimentally deviations occur: Inner voids tend to

have the largest area, as the printhead travels along straight lines to

generate the material strands. At edges, the flow of the material may

cause inconsistent geometries. Discontinuous strands will create big-

ger holes if their position is within the scaffold. Defects on the outer

walls reduce the total number of the holes of the cross-section. Accord-

ing to this assumption, theholeswere grouped for theevaluationof this

assumption into the four central holes of the object, the four edge voids

and eight holes of the outer ring, that are not positioned at the edges

(see Figure 6 and Figure S8, Supporting Information).

Figure 7A depicting the three PLA reference objects shows that the

hole area ranges from 2.3 up to 3.0 mm2. For all objects, a tendency

to a smaller hole size can be seen by ordering the groups to a cen-

ter/outer/edge hole sequence.While the absolutemedian value differs
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F IGURE 6 Schematic depiction of the hole grouping according to
their position within the cross-section. The center of the cross-section
consists of four holes (marked in red). At the outer walls of the
scaffold, four edge holes (white) and eight outer holes (blue) complete
the object.

betweenobjects a, b, and c, this tendency is reproducible. The hole area

distribution of the calciumphosphate scaffolds (Figure 7B) is broader

and more irregular than the data of the PLA scaffolds. Comparing the

sequence from center to edge holes, the inner hole area distribution

is narrower than the edge hole distribution with the exception of the

outliers.With a broader distribution, a tendency to smaller holes in the

“outer holes” and “edge holes” groupswas noted, although themedians

of the groups do not change by a large absolute value. Additionally, the

differences between the objects a, b, and c blur, which is visually dis-

cernible by the overlapping boxes in Figure 7B

The twelve alginate scaffolds (Figure 7C–F) are characterized hole

areas smaller than 1.5 mm2 and some outliers with larger holes sizes,

mainly in batch 2 (D,F). While one cartridge (C) was excluded from

statistics because of the low number of detected holes, the other three

show no clear trend concerning the size of the hole areas within the

scaffold and their position. Kruskal–Wallis analysis hinted at a similar-

ity between the outer and edge holes of Figure 7D (Houter(2)=1.31, p=

0.52; Hedge(2)= 0.14, p= 0.93), but the deviations in the distribution of

the holes suggest that the value is low for the practical application. The

inner holes of the objects a, b, and c (Hinner(2) = 7.1, p = 0.03) also dif-

fer based on the results of the multicomparison of the (all pmulti > 0.1).

No significant differences were detected for the objects printed with

the 3DDiscovery printer (Figure 7E and F: all pmulti > 0.24) except the

outer holes of object a and b in E with values of Houter(2) = 6.47, p =

0.04 and a subsequent pmulti-value of 0.04 for the respective groups.

As the range of the hole size and the sample number of these groups

deviated strongly, this should be considered a random occurrence.

The hole size distribution of the GelMA scaffolds (Figure 8) has

a wide range. The thickness of GelMA ink strands is sensitive to

temperature, which causes deviations. However, structure fidelity is

important if the scaffolds inserted into tailor-made cavities or flow-

channels.[39,40] Discontinuous strands that merge up to four or five

holes to one of > 10 mm2 area as well as temporarily increased flow

decreasing the hole size to< 1mm2 were noted. A trend for the extru-

sionof theobjects a, b, c (andd)within a cartridge couldbeobserved for

F IGURE 7 Holes sizes of PLA (A), calciumphosphate ink (B) and alginate ink (C–F) scaffolds grouped according to the position of the holes
within the cross-section as displayed in Figure 6 and the sequence of the objects a-b-c extruded from one cartridge (nobjects,cartridge = 3). Asterisks
visualize statistically significant (p≤ 0.05) differences between two groups based on themulticomparison test. Specification of the alginate ink
scaffolds is as follows: (C) BX printer, batch 1, (D) BX, batch 2, (E) RH printer, batch 1, (F) RH, batch 2.
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F IGURE 8 Hole sizes of GelMA scaffolds grouped according to the position of the holes within the cross-section as displayed in Figure 6 and
the sequence of the objects a-b-c-d extruded from one cartridge (nobjects,cartridge = 3 or nobjects,cartridge = 4. Asterisks visualize statistically
significant (p≤ 0.05) differences between two groups based on themulticomparison test. Specification of the subplots: (A) BX printer, cartridge 1,
(B) BX, cartridge 2, (C) BX, cartridge 3, (D) RH, cartridge 1, (E) RH, cartridge 2, (F) RH, cartridge 3.

the BioX printer. With ongoing process time, the hole size decreased

in cartridges 1 and 2 (Figure 8A and B). This could be caused by the

manual triggering of the cartridge heater and a subsequent heating

of the bioink resulting in a lower viscosity and enhanced flow. With

the 3DDiscovery, no correlation between the hole area and the extru-

sion duration occurred. The 18 Kruskal–Wallis tests which compare

the center/outer/edge hole size distributions of the six cartridges show

significant differences between groups for 16 tests; the two exceptions

being the inner and edge holes of Figure 8B (Hinner(2)= 0.97, p= 0.61;

Hedge(2) = 1.67, p = 0.43). The Kruskal–Wallis H values of these 16

tests range from 8.4 to 249.4 and p values from 9.0E-54 to 1.5E-2.

The respective groups are marked in the figure. Kruskal–Wallis tests

were also performed to compare the similarity of the holes within the

object. Here only the inner, outer and edge pores of only 1 of the 21

objects did not differ significantly from each other which canmaybe be

explained by the many outliers within this scaffold (Figure 8F, object a,

Ha(2)= 4.32, p= 0.12). Online-measurements of the extrusion rate[41]

and technical solutions to control the ambient conditions[42] might

increase the reproducibility.

4 CONCLUSION

For the robustness of a process, the reproducibility and quality control

are key factors. The idea of tailor-made printing with small production

units entails the adaption to different printers, material preprocess-

ing or deviations in ambient conditions. Relevant geometric features to

describe properties of the printed objects, and therefore critical qual-

ity attributes, might be channel diameters, porosity or strand thickness

to describe the diffusion distances as well as deviations from design.

Hereby, the geometrical reproducibility of extrusion-based objects

manufactured in a layer-by layer fashion is not directly comparable to

other manufacturing techniques. Deviations occur in all spatial direc-

tions. Thus, there is a need for three-dimensional control strategies of

whole objects.

3D imaging techniques like MRI meet these demands to monitor

optically transparent as well as opaque materials in a nondestruc-

tive process. Image analysis characterizes patterned structures of 3D

printed objects. This study emphasized their intrinsic flexibility and

adaptability, as one measurement protocol was able to monitor hydro-

gel scaffolds of varying water content.

For the statistical analysis of the resulting data, there are two

challenges. On the one hand, the desired resolution or quality of

the tailor-made objects depends on the application. Commonly used

statistics may be classified as “not applicable.” On the other hand,

outliers have to be recognized and excluded if necessary. Stan-

dardization and system-independent key figures or parameters are

desirable, if future developments are to be supported by process

simulation.
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